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We provide the quality not only quantity for every durian,
cacao, areca, banana, and its derivatives, that you need.
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  CV. Elim Berjaya is active in natural resources, focusing on
fruits commodity specifically durians, bananas, cacao, and
areca. We provide the best quality for our customers. We are
located on Selambo Muara Toba Street, Pembaharuan VI Alley,
Medan, North Sumatera. 

   Our founder is Mr.Tumbur Sirait who started the leading
business first with durians in 1991 and still growing. The
experiences have taught us for 30 years. Our founder started to
sell durians on the roadside, then sell to domestic (Indonesia),
and then more than 7 latest years to sell overseas (Malaysia,
Tiongkok, Singapore, etc).

    Now we involve not only durians but also areca, cacao, and
banana with Elim Nature as Our Brand. As a company, we
guarantee our product with quality so that can be trusted.
Please, check our products in the product section. Thank You
so much for your attention.

General
Description
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We come from Indonesia to the widely Overseas
                                                             -Elim Nature-



Our Super
Founder

-Mr.Tumbur  Hasiolan  Sirait-
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We value our customers as our family. 



Mission
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Being The Best Provider of the best Agricultural Products in
Asia. We come from Indonesia to the widely Overseas

 

Vision
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Supporting the farmers to increase the Crops
Increase the supporting facilities and technology for
production activities
Provide the best quality products and services for our
customers

1.
2.

3.



Guaranteed

We work with buyers in accordance with
the agreement of the both parties, so
that creating a sense of confidence and
trust within buyers to continue the
business without suspicion and worry.

To give our buyers sense of trust and
guarantee, the main thing that we defend
is the quality of every item that we send.

We guarantee our buyer according to an
agreement which is beneficial to both
parties, in order to have a long-term
business relationship.

Trusted

Quality

Our Values
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Our Products

Durians Bananas

Cocoa/Cacao
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We present Indonesian agricultural products with the best quality in
each product and its derivatives. There are several agricultural
products that we provide, but for the first time we provide local
durians from the island of Sumatra. Knowing that Sumatra's
agricultural products are of very high quality, therefore we present
several other agricultural products for us to provide and introduce
more widely abroad. All our product have grade A and B. Here are
some of high  quality products that we provide ;

Areca



This durian is obtained from various regions on
the Indonesia, Island of Sumatera. So far, we
forward the whole durians like this to domestic
consumers.

Durians

Durian Peel 

Durian Pulp/Stuffed Durian 

Sustention of one or more durians peeled
and be placed in a box weighing about (+/-)
one kilogram. 

Type of Durians
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Durians Derivative

Sustention of one or more durians peeled
and be placed in a box weighing about (+/-)
one kilogram. 
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Bananas
Type of Bananas

This banana is obtained from various regions on
the Indonesia, Island of Sumatera. We provide
fresh banana, frozen banana, green banana,
cavendish, banana chips

Bananas Derivative

Cavendish

Barangan Banana / King Banana 

Banana Chips

Types of Bananas that can be consumed directly
and or made into banana chips. Several other
types of bananas that can be used as chips are
Ambon Banana, Tanduk Banana, and we provide
all of these types.

is a type of unripe banana or banana that has
been ripe but the skin color remains green and is
usually used to make chips



Chocolate 
Type of Chocolate
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We provide various types of raw materials for the
manufacture of chocolate. some of them come
from the island of Sumatra. We provide Grade A
and B.

Chocolate Derivative

Cacao Seed

Cacao Powder

is the best quality cacao bean on Indonesia as a
raw material for making chocolate. 

is a powder form of cacao beans with the best
quality from Indonesia without any mixture on it. 
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PROMOTION
Online Marketing
Influencer
Direct Marketing
Advertising
Endorsing

PLACE

Areca  
Type of Areca Seed 

We have the best areca nut from our region,
Indonesia. We provide the whole areca nut, split
areca nut and all of them with the best quality can
be called grade A.
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Areca Seed Derivative

We have the best areca nut from our region,
Indonesia. We provide the whole areca nut, split
areca nut and all of them with the best quality can
be called grade A.

Areca Seed 
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Market Size

Market Size in trading this commodity is still around the Asian continent until now,
therefore we want to expand our market to countries on other continents, such as
countries in the European continent for durians, chocolate, areca nut products, and
bananas, as well as other countries in America and Australia. We can produce
around 200 tons of products in one season (3 months).  
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Market 
Targeting

75%

80% Factory/Company 

Agent/Collector 
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We provide the products mostly for Agent/Collector or
Factory/Company. The average amount we can produce about 70 tons
in a month, and we can do more than that if You need it. We provide
grade A and B for all our products. 



SEE YOU IN OUR PROJECT.

Address
Selambo St, Medan, Indonesia  

Whatsaap
+62-813-4095-0339

Website
www.elimnature.com 

for your time to read our humble company profile.
We hope that You can cooperate with us so that
We can do it together. 

+62-812-7165-9035 ,

E-mail
business@elimnature.com 
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THANK YOU....

Note : We always provide the best quality in everything you need. 


